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News
Following the ‘lockdown roadmap’ announced by the Prime Minister on 22nd February 2021, it
appears that museums and public art galleries will be permitted to re-open to the public after
Monday, 17th May 2021. Your committee will give careful consideration to these changes and
decide when to open the museum to members and the general public. As you will be aware, after
21st June 2021 all restrictions brought about by Covid are expected to be lifted. We do not yet
know if basic precautionary measures such as sanitising, the wearing of masks and social
distancing will still be recommended.
____________________________________

Features
Pure and Constant -

the mantra of Thomas Hawksley FRS

The work undertaken by Dr John Snow at the time of a particularly severe cholera outbreak in
London’s Soho in 1854 ultimately had a far reaching effect on the approach to public health
throughout the country and later throughout the world. After
completing his medical studies in London, Snow, born in York
in 1813, set up as a surgeon and general practitioner at 54
Frith Street in Soho in 1844. Outbreaks of cholera in that
congested area were not uncommon but his investigations as
to its cause led Snow to question the Miasma Theory
(sometimes called ‘night air’) which was dominant at that
time. In 1849 Snow was sufficiently confident in his theory
that cholera originated, not from breathing ‘bad air’ but from
the consumption of contaminated water, that he published a
paper entitled ‘On the Mode of Communication of Cholera’.
In his paper he details many instances, in areas of serious
illness and death from cholera, where there was clear
evidence that domestic ‘slop’ water and discharge from
overflowing cess pits entered wells from which drinking water
was drawn. In 1854 following an outbreak in Broad Street,
Soho, Snow, using dot mapping to determine and illustrate
the geographic clustering of cholera cases was able to
convince the water supply company, Southwark & Vauxhall
Waterworks Company, that water drawn from their communal
water pump in Broad Street (today
pump was the source of the outbreak. It was subsequently The
Broadwick Street) where Dr John Snow had the
found that water supplying this well was from a sewage handle removed to protect nearby residents
the primary source of the 1854 cholera
polluted section of the River Thames. The water company against
outbreak.
was persuaded to remove the handle from the pump as a
temporary measure to stop its use by nearby residents. The root source of this particular outbreak
had been removed but throughout other areas of London there were many more similar situations.
A year later Snow was to update his Paper and include the methodology and scientific and
geographical approach to his findings. This is considered by some to be the founding event of the
science of epidemiology, the branch of science dealing with incidence, distribution and possible
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causes of disease. Clearly, London needed a source of water, free of contaminants, if it was to
protect its residents from disease and illness in the future.
That this was taking place in 1854 is perhaps surprising since the Public Health Act came into law
in 1848 and, as early as 1833, Henry Gaulter MD had published his book ‘Origin & Progress of
Malignant Cholera’ in which he highlighted concerns about the transmission of cholera and its root
causes. His work was largely carried out in and around Manchester. To some extent, Edwin
Chadwick, a social reformer, built on the work of Gaulter and in 1843 published, at his own
expense, a report entitled, “The Sanitary Conditions of the Labouring Population of Great Britain”. A
royal commission was established later that same year to look into Chadwick’s report and was to
focus on water supply and waste and sewage disposal in fifty of the largest towns in England and
Wales. Chadwick’s work was not universally accepted, and by some he was said to be, “The most
detested man in Britain”. In a letter to the Times in 1846 one correspondent stated, “We prefer to
take our chance with cholera than be bullied into health. There is nothing a man hates so much as
being cleansed against his will or having his floor swept, his hall whitewashed, his dung heaps
cleared away and his thatch forced to give way to slate. It is a fact that many people have died
from a good washing.” Regardless, Chadwick’s work was to lead to the formation in 1844 of the
Health of Towns Association which was to expand and refine the brief of the royal commission.
One of the many ‘experts’ providing evidence to the Association inquiry in 1844 was Nottingham
born civil engineer Thomas Hawksley. Self-taught, Hawksley had been a long-time advocate of the
importance of clean water as a major contributor in the improvement of public health, particularly
that of residents of Britain’s rapidly expanding industrial towns. As early as 1830 and at only 23
years of age, Hawksley had been responsible for the
design and building of Nottingham’s brand new Trent
Bridge waterworks. Trent Bridge was the first
successful water distribution system in Britain to
provide a constant water supply at high pump
pressure. Water distribution systems up to that point
had generally been gravitational. A pressurised system
ensured that provided the source water was ‘clean’, the
pressure in the pipes would prevent any contaminants
entering the system. Although water was initially drawn
from the River Trent, it was first pumped into sand and
gravel beds which, although crude by today’s
standards, functioned as a coarse filter. The filtered
water was pumped from the beds, at relatively high
pressure, into the distribution network and all the way
to the users. Being under pressure meant water flow
could easily be controlled and piped into individual
houses thereby doing away with, or at least reducing,
the need for communal standpipes and hand-pumps.
Hawksley, “The most natural and obvious way of
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supplying water is to keep the pipes constantly charged
under pressure so that any consumer has only to open
Engineer Thomas Hawksley FRS (1807 – 1893)
a tap, day or night, to draw fresh water”.
Critics were quick to point out some of the shortcomings of the Hawksley system such as the huge
water losses in the event of a fractured pipe. Valve and tap technology, something we take very
much for granted today, was, at that time, in its infancy and reliability of such components was at
best questionable. Standardisation of such things as pipe sizes and screw threads was still some
years away. Using his undoubted skills as a mechanical engineer, Hawksley sought to improve the
design of valves and domestic taps and in doing so improve their reliability. Where component
failure did occur, he made sure repair was quick, efficient and inexpensive.
Hawksley was vindicated in his pumped water supply concept when in 1848/49 cholera struck the
Nottingham area, although affected, the city was to escape the worst of its effects due largely, it
was said, to its clean water supply.
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The Oxford Dictionary of National Biography states, “... there is scarcely a large city in the kingdom
which did not make use of Hawksley’s services at one time or another”. Although today we tend to
focus on the work Thomas Hawksley carried out within the British Isles, he was also involved in
advising authorities in, amongst other places, Hamburg, Stockholm, Bombay, Vienna and Warsaw.
Surprisingly perhaps, many Lancashire manufacturing towns, with the exception of Manchester
and Liverpool, did not suffer too badly in the four major cholera epidemics which took place in
Britain between 1831 and 1866 and which, together, claimed over 117,000 lives. Particularly
fortunate were the towns of Blackburn, Burnley, Oldham and Rochdale located on the western side
of the Pennines. Despite this good fortune, due to its relatively clean and naturally filtered water
supply being sourced from the foothills of the Pennies, Rochdale had seen its population rapidly
grow from 26,577 in 1801 to reach 75,000 by 1866. It was predicted that the population would grow
further and reach 112,000 within twelve to fourteen years. The Corporation was keenly aware that
its existing water supply was insufficient and the ever increasing demands being placed upon it
was cause for urgent review. During the ‘dry’ summer months it was often necessary to restrict the
domestic supply to just a few daylight hours. Up until 1866 the water supply in and around
Rochdale was controlled by the privately owned Rochdale Waterworks Company but in October of
that year, following the passing of The Rochdale Waterworks Act 1866 in the preceding August, the
company, and all the property and undertakings associated with it, was acquired by Rochdale
Corporation.
It is little surprising therefore that faced with a problem of such magnitude, Rochdale Corporation
was to turn to consulting engineer
Thomas Hawksley for a solution. A
year later, 1867, there were two
proposed schemes to be delivered;
the Spring Mill Reservoir at
Whitworth which would be fed by
Prickshaw Brook and its tributaries
and, also in Whitworth, Cowm
Reservoir to be created by
impounding Cowm and Tong End
Brooks. A further small ‘cistern’
would be made higher up the
Whitworth Valley at Knott Hill,
Shawforth (around 100 feet higher
than Cowm) and would be pump fed
from Cowm. Of the two reservoirs,
Cowm would have the largest
capacity at 227 million gallons and
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would sit at an elevation of 815ft
Construction of the embankment at Cowm looking west abt. 1870
above sea level. Supply into
Rochdale would be gravitational, the height difference providing a (gravitational) head pressure in
Rochdale of about 170 pounds per square inch.
At Cowm, the tiny hamlet of Syke and a cotton spinning and weaving mill, Lower Cowm Mill, would
be consumed by the project. Stone rubbing (polishing) mills at Dules Mouth and Hey Bottom,
although well above the projected high water mark of the reservoir, would, if allowed to continue
operation, gravely contaminate the waters of Cowm Brook with their washings. Processing here
would have to cease almost immediately. The hamlet of Cowclough and farmsteads at Walstead
Clough, Back Cowm, Kettle Cote, Hey Bottom and a terrace of three houses at Lower Cowm would
all fall within the catchment grounds but, surprisingly, a number of these dwellings continued to be
occupied for many years after the reservoir was commissioned. The last to leave the Cowm Valley
was Robert Parker in about 1950.
Civil works began at Cowm in 1867 and it seems likely that the main draw-off tunnel (its position
identified today by the short ‘pier’ protruding out from the main embankment an exiting into a paved
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spillway, downstream of the dam) was one of the first pieces of construction to be completed. The
tunnel was constructed, at valley floor level or slightly below, from stone slabs which formed the
gently sloping floor with cemented blocks forming the walls and arched roof section. When
completed, the tunnel was covered with compacted earth/clay as the embankment was developed
over and above it. This tunnelling technique, known as ‘cut and cover’, was well known to the
‘navvies’ who had constructed the canals.
The dam, forming the embankment, is 310 metres long with a crest some 20 metres above the
valley floor. On the upstream or water side of the dam, which has a slope of 3:1, there is a lining of
puddle clay which, in the lower, deeper, sections, is up to 5.5 metres in thickness tapering off to 2
metres near the top. Puddling using fine-grained clay was a technique developed as early as the
1750’s by James Brindley when seeking a way of making the Bridgewater and subsequent canals
he constructed, watertight. Along the dam, the puddle lining is protected from erosion by a stone
block cladding.
It is unclear just how well the geological composition of the Cowm Valley was known or understood
when construction of the reservoir began but in 1876 when the main outlet valve was closed and
water was impounded for the first time, it soon became apparent that significant leakage was
taking place. During 1877 the
reservoir
was
completely
emptied and huge cracks in the
rocks and the base of the bank
were discovered. Amongst other
measures taken by engineer
Hawksley were a series a
borings filled with semi-liquid
Portland cement grout, only the
second time this technique,
pioneered by Hawksley, had
ever been used. The measures
taken appeared to have resolved
the problem but leakage was
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once more detected in 1886
Cowm Reservoir after it had been completely drained in 1975
when further work was carried
out. Since then, the reservoir has
continued to leak albeit very slightly and only when the level is moderately high.
Disaster was to strike on Friday, 18th July 1975 when the reservoir became polluted as a result of
activities which had taken place higher up the valley. For a number of years, used tyres had been
dumped as industrial waste in excavated quarry ‘holes’ but earlier that week this vast cache of
tyres, either accidentally or deliberately, had been set on fire. What was not initially realised was
that phenolic residues released from the burning rubber (the fire was massive) were slowly
migrating through rock fissures into the various water courses and tributaries which fed the
reservoir.
One of the first indications that all was not well was when a strong smell of ‘TCP’ pervaded the air
throughout Whitworth. Very shortly afterwards the same smell could be identified when drawing
water from the domestic water supply and residents complained that their cup of tea had a ‘strange
taste’! The authorities quickly organised relief supplies of drinking water. Due to the relatively high
solubility of phenol in water, the River Spodden and beyond remained badly polluted for many
weeks. In his statement to the Commons on Monday, 21st July 1975, Minister of State for the
Environment, Denis Howell said, “........ I am informed that phenol has a very unpleasant taste but
is not toxic”. It is doubtful that this would be a view taken today.
Because of the nature of the pollutant, over the course of a few weeks the reservoir was fully
drained and much of the damaging sludge left sitting on the lake bed was removed. The damage
was done however and it was not possible to effect a quick fix. The water at Cowm had been
rendered unsuitable for consumption and was to remain so for almost 35 years but in November
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2009 United Utilities announced, “Since 1975, we’ve been monitoring the water quality [at Cowm]
and it has been slowly recovering. We are now confident it has recovered completely........ ” United
Utilities did cautiously go on to say however that re-commissioning the reservoir was far from a
simple matter and that there were many operational factors to be considered.
Today, the reservoir at
Cowm is considered one
of Whitworth’s beauty
spots and its footpaths
are
regularly
used
throughout the year by
recreational walkers of all
ages.
In the summer
months it is not unusual
to see water skiing taking
place.

The tranquil beauty of Cowm
Reservoir that we know today.
The years have softened what
was, as recently as the 1950’s, a
harsh industrial landscape.

____________________________________________
The Village Wheelwright
We can say with reasonable certainty that there would have been at least one wheelwright’s shop
in the village of Whitworth by the second half of the 18th century and likely well before that. In
many villages, the wheelwright would have set up his workshop close to the smithy of the
blacksmith and farrier, in some cases being one and the same. Although, in certain respects the
crafts are allied to each other and are complimentary, the skills required for each craft are totally
different.
In and around Whitworth the types of horse-drawn vehicles in regular use would have tended to be
four wheeled heavy wagons for the movement of stone within the quarry and for local deliveries.
Later, with the advent of the railways, some of the quarried stone would be transported by horsedrawn lurry to the stone processing mill adjacent to the railway sidings. Lighter vehicles, such as
the two-wheeled cart, would have been required by the hill farms which surround the valley for
such duties as transporting manure to the fields and bringing in the annual crop of hay. Lighter still
were the milk floats used by the dairymen on a daily basis to distribute to their customers’
doorsteps. Horse-drawn milk floats were used in Whitworth until the 1960’s. Again until the 1960’s,
the Co-op in particular continued to deliver coal using horse-drawn transport as did a number of
other local coal merchants.
Although these lurries, carts and floats did not suffer punctures as might a modern delivery vehicle,
the rough roads and tracks made sure that regular repairs to the wooden wheels were always
necessary. Where then did the owners turn when repairs, or even brand new wheels were
required? We know of two wheelwrights’ shops which continued in business well into the 20th
century. One was at Whitworth Bar, the location of the toll bar on the Rochdale and Burnley Trust
turnpike road and now the site of Whitworth Bar Garage. The second was on Millhouse Road just
off Hall Street where Fred Ashworth & Sons comprehensive business covered the crafts of the
wainwright, wheelwright, blacksmith and farrier. The Ashworth family were still shoeing horses and
repairing cart wheels into the 1960’s. They were also general engineers, motor engineers and
hauliers.
A wooden cart wheel, whatever its size, is a complex piece of craftsmanship. Elm is required for
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the nave or hub of the wheel, cleft oak is used for the spokes and ash, elm or beech for the ‘fellies’
or felloes, the sections of which, when pegged together, form the rim. The whole wheel assembly is
held together by a metal tyre which, when shrunk into place, tightens and holds together the whole
of the assembled wheel.
One of the first tasks to be overcome when making a cart wheel was the selection of timber. The
‘master’, often the owner of the workshop or his
most senior craftsman, would select his timber
from the ‘standing tree’. He would arrange for it to
be felled, trimmed of all branchwood and
generally, depending upon its size and weight,
transported to his workshop. In the case of large
tree trunks, they would have to be further reduced
in length in order to make them transportable.
Initially the logs would sit in the workshop yard to
await the arrival of the journeyman sawyers
whose task it was to reduce the tree trunks into
usable planks. Before the days of steam driven
saws, the job of the sawyer was both skilled and
physically challenging. The sawyers worked with
a long two handled saw, known as a whipsaw, in
a team of two men; the craftsman and a ‘mate’.
The ‘mate’ would take his place in the ‘saw pit’, a
hole in the ground around 2 metres in depth and
anything up to 4 metres in length, whilst the
sawyer stood atop the log, having already been
denuded of its bark, placed and wedged
lengthways over the pit. Generally, in the case of
oak, the logs would be sawn into planks of
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between 2” and 3” in thickness as the trunk was
The sawyer, stood atop of a log which has been placed over the
cut down its length. The line of the saw blade was
sawpit, guiding the two-man whip-saw with his apprentice in the
pit below. Whilst sawing was taking place, the ’underdog’ would
guided by the ‘top man’ whilst the ‘underdog’ was
endure a constant shower of saw dust.
continually showered with saw dust. Once cut,
the planks would be stacked horizontally and ‘stickered’ (each plank separated by a thin lathe from
the next) in a sheltered part of the yard to avoid the worst of the elements. Seasoning, drying
naturally in the air, was typically one year for every inch of thickness. In the case of oak, ash or
elm, the planks would be left to dry for about three years before use. Elm intended for the nave or
hub of a wheel was effectively just a section of the log itself. In this case the section of log,
anything up to 14’’ in diameter, could be seasoning for 10 years or longer before being put to use.
In the larger wheelwright’s shop the Nave or Hub
Iron Tyre
craftsmen would have specialised, some
making spokes and felloes, others turning the
hubs. In the smaller shops, such as those in
Whitworth, the craftsman would have had to
be far more versatile and needed to be
Spokes
skilled in making all parts of the wheel. In the
days before steam power, turning the hub Box
required two men, one to shape the spinning
elm billet, the second, usually the unfortunate
apprentice, turning the ‘big wheel’, a large old
spoked wheel rigged up to a belt drive to
Felloes
power the spindle of the lathe. Once turned,
Nave Hoop
the hub would have two, but sometimes up to
four ‘nave’ hoops, each made of iron, tightly fitted to add strength. A strangely named tool, the
boxing engine, was used to bore out the centre of the hub to allow the completed wheel to revolve
around the axel shaft. Once bored out, an iron lining sleeve was fitted. This was known as the box.
With the hoops fitted, the laborious job of chopping out the mortises could begin. One slot needed
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for each of the spokes. The slots were not however aligned but each off-set from the next.
Making the spokes was a very different skill. Steel or wooden wedges were used to cleave the
seasoned oak; that is to say split the wood from the log
along the line of the longitudinal grain. Sizing in this way
ensured the full natural strength of the timber was retained.
Final shaping carried was out by axe, adze or draw-knife. A
tenon had to be fashioned in one end of each individual
spoke which would later be hammered into the hub
mortise. A rounded peg at the other end was made to fit
into the felloes. The felloes, typically six to each wheel, but
more with larger wheels, were sawn to shape from the
seasoned planks; ash, elm or beech all being suitable. Ash
in particular exhibits good elasticity, great strength, is
resistant to splitting and, once dry, is very stable.
Once the wheel was assembled, the blacksmith had to be
called for. He would carefully measure the circumference of
the wheel then cut a strip of iron to length and bend into the
form of a hoop. The two ends of the hoop would be firewelded together thereby closing the ring. In its cold state
the hoop would not fit over the completed wooden wheel
but had to be heated in order to expand the metal. A
circular fire was made and the metal hoop (now referred to
as a tyre) placed within it until it became fully heated; a dull
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cherry red would indicate it was ready. The blacksmith and
Although in very poor condition, Whitworth Museum
wheelwright
has in its collection this example of a wheel from a
would, each with
heavy horse-drawn cart.
a
pair
metal
tongues, remove the tyre from the fire and place over the
wheel and, usually with aid of vigorous hammering locate
the tyre onto the wooden rim. Immediately the tyre was in
position, the hot metal had to be rapidly cooled by
dowsing (quenching) with copious quantities of water
before the wooden felloes began to burn. The rapid
contraction of the metal tyre had the effect of tightening
all the many wooden joints. Other than painting the wheel
was essentially complete.
Today, if as motorists we suffer a puncture or damaged
wheel, we can call one of the many breakdown services
or, if the car is sufficiently modern, re-inflate the tyre with
the special aerosol containing a sealant which is kept in
the vehicle’s boot specifically for the purpose. How then
did the carters of old deal with a problem such as a
collapsed wheel, broken spoke or loose iron tyre?
Surprisingly, in much the same way we do today but
without such luxuries as ready communication in the form
of mobile ‘phones. Contact with the wheelwright, would
be made by another passing carter, foot traveller or, in the
worst case, the carter in difficulties himself walking to the
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nearest place of assistance. Once contacted, the
The
high
lifting
capacity
19th century screw
wheelwright would load up his own horse-drawn cart with
jack at Whitworth Museum.
a spare wheel and other tools and set out to find the cart
or wagon in distress. One of the necessary tools required for a break-down was a high capacity
jack to lift what may have been a fully loaded cart or wagon weighing many tons in order to replace
the wheel. In the collection at Whitworth we have such a tool, albeit in very poor condition, that
may have been used in such circumstances.
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Bombs fall at Facit
The effects of WW2 came relatively early to Whitworth when on Sunday 20 th October
1940 a German bomber, said to be a Heinkel, dropped a ‘stick’ of incendiary bombs in the
vicinity of St John’s Church at Facit. Thankfully there were no casualties and damage was
slight. But, at the time, it must have indicated to our local population just how vulnerable to
aerial attack the civilians of Britain were. The Rochdale Observer, Wednesday 23 rd
October 1940 carried the following report:

Fire Bomb on Church
Only one of a large number of incendiary bombs dropped in a North-West urban district early on
Monday morning did any damage – and that to a church. All the others fell on grazing land except
a few which landed near a convent.
The prompt action of the Warden Jackson, who lives near the church, undoubtedly saved it from
greater damage. He was on the
spot within a few minutes and
with the help of other ARP
Services forced open a door of the
building. It was found that an
incendiary bomb had dropped
through a ventilator in the very
centre of the church. Hassocks
and three pews were burning.
Buckets of water were carried
from a neighbouring farm and the
fire was quickly under control.
Valuable work in removing the
burning pews was done by the
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AFS and when daylight came it
The fine pipe organ at St John’s Church, Facit. Although located fairly close to where
was seen that a tiny hole in the
the incendiary bomb entered the church roof, it was thankfully undamaged by the
impact and by the fire.
roof, a hole in the floor of the
church (no more than a yard
square) and scorched woodwork were the full extent of the damage. Two bombs which dropped near
a wall of the church burnt themselves out on a grass verge.
Those which fell near the convent were similarly innocuous, and the effect is best summed up in the
words of an Auxiliary Fireman who said, “All they did was to frighten the sheep into one corner of
a field.” A tour of inspection revealed scorched patches no larger than dinner plates, in various
parts of the grazing land and near hen pens which suffered no
damage whatever. The vicar of the church, interviewed by the press,
paid tribute to the prompt action of the firemen and wardens whose
work undoubtedly saved the building from greater damage and even
destruction, for had not they been on the scene quickly, the fire may
have spread more widely. He [Rev H H Trapnell] dryly remarked that
his Sunday sermon was on the subject of “Propaganda”.
1kg incendiary device used by the
German Luftwaffe in the early years
of WW2.

Warden Jackson was modest concerning his part in saving the
church, but said that it was a good try-out for the district’s ARP
Services. “They have had experience under real conditions and will
be all the better for it if called into action again,” he commented.
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There were no casualties in this area. Although the incendiaries threw a glow over the district the
alarm caused was brief and the results of the raid were not worth the Nazi visit. Unless it was the
church they were after the bombs were dropped indiscriminately.
One of our late members distinctly remembered the bomb falling on the church and taking part in
the ‘chain gang’ responsible for passing buckets of water from one hand to the next in order to
‘feed’ the stirrup pump and bucket used by the fire wardens to dowse the burning pews.
It was important never to throw water
on a burning incendiary bomb in an
attempt to extinguish the flames
although, in some circumstances, a
fine water spray could be used to
good effect. The accepted method to
tackle and contain a burning
incendiary device was to cover with
sand in order to deprive it of oxygen.
Water was only used to extinguish
any nearby flaming material which
had caught fire. In the early days of
the war, the Luftwaffe used a 1kg
bomb filled with ‘thermite’, a mixture
of powdered aluminium and iron
oxide. Once ignited this metal
powder mixture would burn at high
temperature
and
spread
fire
extremely quickly. Later in the war
other highly combustible materials,
including phosphorous, were used in
incendiary devices with greater
effect.
Facit, listed as “Air Raid Warden’s
Post No.10”, had a total strength of
five officers consisting of Mr J A
Sanderson, Mr James Kilduff, Mr
James Jackson, Mr A H Burt and Mr
Joseph Woodruff. With the single
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exception of Mr Sanderson who was
Ministry of Information poster instructing how a German incendiary bomb should
to remain at the No.10 ARP Post
be extinguished.
telephone No. 5112, the other four
Wardens were to patrol from Millfold to the Convent near St John’s Church.
Throughout the war, Whitworth Council issued various items of equipment to its recognised Fire
Wardens for use as part of their fire watching duties. The equipment available is listed as, Stirrup
Pumps, Helmets and Armlets. Within the
collection at Whitworth we are fortunate in
having a stirrup pump dating from that time.
The example in the collection is original,
complete and in reasonable working
condition. It was last used by pupils of a local
primary school when on a curricular visit to
the museum; the pump was used to give a
‘hands-on’ experience of using the equipment.
WHSHM 002501

A World War II stirrup pump of the type used at St John’s
Church, Facit, maintained in working condition at
Whitworth Museum.
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